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how does a learner of a second language distinguish between similar sounds? how does a fluent bilingual, who regularly switches from one
language to the other, perceive a sound (lexical versus non-lexical) that is not an actual word? what do native and non-native speakers

know and when do they know it? this talk describes recent studies of how the brain encodes information about sound during early
development, as well as the ways in which the brain later learns to distinguish sounds, as we hear them. these studies involve animal

models and humans. the competition provides an opportunity to independent publishers to present a critical essay that is published in the
journal of optics, and hence the rsps are categorized according to the content of the journal. i was pleasantly surprised to see the big

endorsement of the harvard business review on my application. i am very fortunate to have been chosen from hundreds of applicants who
also have excellent resumes. i have attended business schools with fantastic alumni programs, but i still feel like i can learn a lot from
people in hbs. through the program, you can select course-specific academic work, professional work, work performance/industry, and

learning resources to highlight career successes, address career gaps, augment a profile of personal competencies or professional
development needs, and offer recommendations for improving your professional performance. this question was resolved but there is one
important issue we didn’t address. there is no quick or practical solution to fill in this question. since the application is not standardized, it

requires each candidate to spend a lot of time and effort to decide which to use.
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